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Click or Call? Auction versus Search in the
Over-the-Counter Market
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ABSTRACT

Over-the-counter (OTC) markets dominate trading in many asset classes. Will elec-
tronic trading displace traditional OTC “voice” trading? Can electronic and voice
systems coexist? What types of securities and trades are best suited for electronic
trading? We study these questions by focusing on an innovation in electronic trading
technology that enables investors to simultaneously search many bond dealers. We
show that periodic one-sided electronic auctions are a viable and important source
of liquidity even in inactively traded instruments. These mechanisms are a natural
compromise between bilateral search in OTC markets and continuous double auctions
in electronic limit order books.

OVER-THE-COUNTER (OTC) markets are characterized by off-exchange, bilateral
negotiations with dealers. This traditionally telephone- and voice-based mar-
ket structure dominates trading in many asset classes: foreign exchange, spot
commodities, nonstandard derivatives, and corporate and municipal bonds. As
electronic trading volumes have increased across all asset classes, the mar-
ket structure transition referred to as “voice to electronic” has attracted con-
siderable interest. Will electronic trading inevitably displace traditional OTC
trading? Or, can electronic and voice systems coexist, and if so for what types
of securities and what types of trades? Further, how valuable is the ability
to source liquidity electronically? We examine these questions using data for
all 4.6 million corporate bond transactions in U.S. corporate bonds from Jan-
uary 2010 through April 2011. Our data identify and detail those transactions
executed in an electronic auction market where investors can simultaneously
search many bond dealers.

The $8 trillion corporate bond market is of particular interest because of
its size and importance in capital formation. Recent regulatory requirements
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have improved trade reporting, leading to a growing literature providing in-
sights into the magnitude and determinants of fixed income trading costs in
OTC markets dominated by dealers.1 The evidence to date suggests that the
relatively large transactions costs facing investors stem from the OTC struc-
ture of the bond market. We provide insights into the costs in an alternative,
electronic market with lower search costs. This helps us understand whether
the OTC market in bonds and other asset classes will evolve over time towards
a more centralized, exchange-traded form.

A simple economic model of endogenous venue selection facilitates comparing
transaction costs and other market quality measures across voice and electronic
mechanisms. Trading via an auction increases dealer competition, resulting in
better prices. However, revealing trading intentions to many potential coun-
terparties can lead to costly information leakage. We develop a framework to
analyze types of bonds, trades, and market conditions when (i) dealers are more
likely to bid, (ii) the electronic mechanism is selected, and (iii) the electronic
mechanism offers cost savings. Empirically, we find that electronic auctions
are preferred for easier trades in more liquid bonds, that is, younger, shorter,
and larger issues, where the cost of information leakage is lower and dealers
are more likely to bid in the auction.

Our work complements empirical research that examines mechanism choice
in financial markets.2 Bessembinder and Venkataraman (2004) examine large
equity trades upstairs in a dealer search market versus immediate execution
in the electronic limit order book and find that the electronic venue is used for
easier trades. Barclay, Hendershott, and Kotz (2006) study the venue choice
for U.S. Treasury securities between a fully electronic limit order book and
human voice broker intermediation. Consistent with our results that more
liquid bonds trade more electronically, they find that trading moves from the
electronic systems to the voice mechanism when securities go off-the-run and
liquidity falls. Foreign exchange trading was a telephone-based OTC market
until electronic trading transformed the interdealer market in the late 1980s.
Since then prime brokerage access to these systems and end-customer-oriented

1 Edwards, Harris, and Piwowar (2007) and Goldstein, Hotchkiss, and Sirri (2007) document
large transactions costs in corporate bonds. Contrary to theories based on asymmetric information
or inventory control, costs are higher for smaller trades. Harris and Piwowar (2006) find, for ex-
ample, that municipal bond trades are significantly more expensive than equivalent-sized equity
trades, which is surprising given that bonds are lower-risk securities. One explanation may be the
lack of pre-trade transparency that confers rents to dealers in bilateral trading situations. Green,
Hollifield, and Schürhoff (2007) develop and estimate a structural model of bargaining between
dealers and customers and conclude that dealers exercise substantial market power. Bessembinder,
Maxwell, and Venkataraman (2006) argue that improvements in post-trade transparency associ-
ated with the implementation of the TRACE system provides market participants with better
indications of true market value, allowing for a reduction in costs.

2 Bessembinder and Kaufman (1997) examine trading costs across different stock exchanges.
Conrad, Johnson, and Wahal (2003) and Barclay, Hendershott, and McCormick (2003) analyze stock
trading on electronic markets and traditional exchanges. Much of equity market research focuses
on both information flow across markets and trading costs. Hotchkiss and Ronen (2002) conclude
that the informational efficiency of corporate bond prices is similar to that of the underlying stocks.
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electronic systems have eliminated OTC trading in liquid currency pairs (see
King, Osler, and Rime (2012) for a survey on foreign exchange trading and its
evolution), although OTC still dominates for currency swaps and larger trades.

We find that periodic one-sided electronic auctions are a viable and important
source of liquidity, even in inactively traded instruments. These new multilat-
eral trading mechanisms constitute a natural compromise between bilateral
search in OTC markets and continuous double auctions in electronic limit or-
der books, and hence offer a possible transition path from OTC to centralized
trading.3

The paper proceeds as follows: Section I provides an overview of the rel-
evant institutional detail and data sources; Section II provides a conceptual
framework for analysis; Section III provides preliminary empirical results on
trading costs; Section IV analyzes endogenous mechanism choice and compares
trading across the electronic and voice channels; Section V studies bidding and
trading behavior in the auction mechanism; and Section VI summarizes the
practical and policy implications of the analysis.

I. Institutions and Data

Our data comprise all corporate bond trades in the Financial Industry Regu-
latory Authority’s (FINRA) Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine (TRACE)
from the beginning of 2010 through April 2011 for which the issuer’s stock
trades on a U.S. stock exchange. This amounts to approximately 4.6 million
customer-to-dealer transactions and 2.3 million interdealer trades. The TRACE
data are comprehensive and, starting in late 2008, indicate whether a trade is
between two dealers or is buyer- or seller-initiated with a dealer. We augment
the TRACE data with details on all trades executed on an electronic auction
venue, MarketAxess, during the sample period.

MarketAxess is an electronic trading platform with access to many dealers in
U.S. investment-grade and high-yield corporate bonds, Eurobonds, emerging
markets, credit default swaps, and U.S. agency securities.4 MarketAxess allows
an investor to query multiple dealers electronically, providing considerable time
savings relative to the alternative of a sequence of bilateral negotiations with
this same set of dealers. An ending time is specified for the auction. Auctions
vary in length from 5 to 20 minutes, and only at the end of the auction does
the investor review the dealer responses and select the best quote. Dealers are

3 The proliferation and complexity of fixed income instruments greatly complicates execution
and limits the opportunity for standardized exchange trading. See Bessembinder and Maxwell
(2008) for an overview of the corporate bond market. Duffie (2012) provides an overview of different
aspects of OTC markets and related research questions. Chen, Lesmond, and Wei (2007) show that
a bond’s liquidity affects its price and the issuing firm’s cost of capital. Dick-Nielsen, Feldhütter,
and Lando (2012) and Friewald, Jankowitsch, and Subrahmanyam (2012) examine bond liquidity
and prices during the financial crisis.

4 Electronic trading is also dominant for fixed-income futures contracts, interdealer trades, and
transactions in liquid government issues. BondDesk and TradeWeb also offer electronic trading
platforms for corporate bonds.
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aware of the identity of the investor, who is not required to trade. From an
economic perspective, the electronic request for quote system is a sealed bid
auction with an undisclosed reservation price. MarketAxess charges dealers a
fee between 0.1 and 0.5 basis points for investment-grade bonds. All trades in
the system are reported in TRACE with the fees incorporated into the reported
prices.

The MarketAxess data are unique in several respects in that they identify
the number of dealers queried and those that respond. We focus on trades in
corporate bonds, excluding agencies, Treasuries, Treasury-inflation protected
securities (TIPS), and mortgages. To enable study of market conditions related
to the issuer, for example, the issuer’s stock return, we limit the sample to
issuers listed on U.S. stock exchanges. For daily stock return data we use
CRSP. As in Edwards, Harris, and Piwowar (2007), bond and stock data are
linked through the issuer’s ticker symbol in TRACE.

Summary statistics are presented in Table I. For ease of exposition we refer
to the MarketAxess trades as “electronic” trades and to the non-MarketAxess
non-interdealer trades as “voice” trades. During our sample period
MarketAxess is designed to facilitate investor-to-dealer transactions, so inter-
dealer trades do not occur on MarketAxess. The total TRACE sample (excluding
MarketAxess transactions) is approximately 4.1 million transactions in 11,122
different bonds.5 By comparison, 467,614 transactions are on MarketAxess in
5,528 bonds. Following Edwards, Harris, and Piwowar’s (2007) categorization
of bond characteristics, Table I shows that trading differs noticeably between
the electronic and voice channels. Higher quality, younger, closer-to-maturity,
non-financial industry, and larger issues are more likely to be traded electroni-
cally.6 Edwards, Harris, and Piwowar (2007) find that these types of bonds are
more liquid, suggesting that electronic trading is more concentrated in bonds
we expect ex ante to be more liquid. It is also possible that greater electronic
trading in these bonds is one source of their better liquidity. In addition to
differences in the cross-sectional characteristics of bonds, Table I reports the
distribution of trading based on the issuer’s stock return volatility on the day of
the bond trade.7 This view captures uncertainty about the firm’s value, which
can reduce bond liquidity for adverse selection and inventory risk reasons.
Electronic bond trades are less likely on days when the issuer’s stock volatility
is high (the absolute value of the return is greater than 1.5%). This could be due
to those days having lower bond liquidity or higher costs of delay in running
an auction.

5 This only includes trades with sufficient data for our trading cost estimation. Analyses of thinly
traded corporate bonds typically limit their samples for data availability reasons. For example,
one of the most comprehensive studies, Edwards, Harris, and Piwowar (2007), report that there is
insufficient data to estimate trading costs for 20% of bonds.

6 For ratings we use those from S&P. If these are unavailable, we use Moody’s ratings.
7 Because volatility varies significantly across days for each issuer’s stock, calculating the num-

ber of bonds is less meaningful here.
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Table I
Bond Characteristics

The table presents descriptive statistics based on a sample of all U.S. investment-grade and
high-yield corporate bond trades in the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority’s (FINRA) Trade
Reporting and Compliance Engine (TRACE) from January 2010 through April 2011, excluding all
interdealer trades. Electronic refers to MarketAxess trades; Voice trades are all TRACE reported
trades excluding electronic auction trades. High-yield is below BBB rated. Foreign issue bonds are
excluded. All figures in the table other than the first row are percentages.

Electronic Voice

Bonds Trades Bonds Trades

Number of Bonds and Trades 5,528 467,614 11,122 4,153,611
Credit Quality Distribution (%)

Superior (AA and up) 9.3 16.5 14.3 12.5
Other Investment Grade (BBB-A) 70.4 78.7 63.7 65.2
High-Yield (below BBB) 19.9 4.3 21.1 21.8
Not Rated 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.4

Issue Size Distribution (%)
Small (<$100 Million) 5.3 0.1 43.3 7.0
Medium ($100–500 Million) 45.8 9.9 31.0 22.1
Large (>$500 Million) 48.9 90.0 25.8 70.9

Age Distribution (%)
Under 2 years 79.0 87.5 79.8 80.8
2–5 years 5.6 3.6 6.5 5.8
5+ years 15.4 8.9 13.7 13.4

Maturity Distribution (%)
Under 2 years 43.7 50.7 38.1 46.4
2–5 years 6.0 4.3 4.9 7.1
5–20 years 9.3 10.8 7.2 12.2
20+ years 41.0 34.1 49.7 34.4

Industry Distribution (%)
Finance 40.9 48.3 60.6 57.0
Utilities 14.1 9.8 9.1 8.4
Other 45.1 41.9 30.2 34.6

Issuer Equity Absolute Daily Return (%)
< 1% 15.7 15.1
1 – 1.5% 55.7 48.8
> 1.5% 28.7 36.1

II. Analytical Framework

The differences in bond, market, and trade characteristics between voice and
electronic auctions likely reflect endogenous selection of the best mechanism
for their trades. Without explicit recognition of this endogeneity, it is difficult to
interpret the descriptive statistics of Table I. In this section, we develop a model
of mechanism choice to guide our subsequent empirical analyses. We focus on
the tradeoff between the lower search costs in an electronic auction mechanism
where a trader can simultaneously request multiple quotes and the benefits
from limiting the revelation of trading intentions through bilateral negotiation
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in the OTC market. We permit search costs to differ by trade initiator so that the
case of a corresponding sell order of the same size is not necessarily symmetric.

Consider first a buy order and let p0 denote the trader’s expected purchase
price through bilateral voice trading in the OTC market. Correspondingly, let
pa denote the expected price if the trader were instead to select the electronic
auction. The trader selects the OTC market if the expected purchase price is
lower, that is, p0 < pa. We model the expected purchase price in OTC trading as
the expected value of the asset, denoted by v, plus the expected dealer markup
or premium, denoted by d(x), so that p0 = v + d(x). Here x is a vector that might
include signed trade size as well as bond and market characteristics.8

Now consider the cost of trading in the auction mechanism. The trader can
conduct an auction by simultaneously selecting M dealers to contact (up to
a maximum of M̄) and the auction’s duration. The choice of M is itself en-
dogenous: contacting more dealers will generate more responses resulting in
better prices but greater information leakage regarding trading intentions. The
trade-off between competition and leakage will depend on market and trade
characteristics. Similarly, a seller who chooses to run the auction longer may
obtain a higher response rate but risk greater leakage of information. Condi-
tional upon selecting the auction mechanism, the investor optimally sets the
number of dealers to contact and the auction duration. We assume an interior
solution and denote by M(x) this “reduced-form” function.9

Let N be the (random) number of dealers responding given M(x) dealers are
queried. In our later empirical analysis, we will estimate the response function
assuming a Poisson distribution for responses. We model E[N] = λ(x), where
λ(x) is the hazard rate that depends on bond and trade characteristics, x. The
auction fails (i.e., no dealers respond, or they respond with uncompetitive bids)
with probability q(x) = Pr[N = 0] = e−λ(x). In this case, the trader is forced to
enter into bilateral trading with a dealer and incurs a potential additional cost
from information leakage s(x) ≥ 0 relative to the price had he or she first gone
to the voice OTC market. Leakage refers to the revelation of trading intentions
and includes the negative impact on price for subsequent orders in the same
or related securities. The term s is positively related to trade size and can vary
across traders. Thus, if there are zero responses, the total purchase price is
p0 + s(x), where p0 is the expected price in the OTC market.

With probability 1 − q(x) the auction is viable. In a sealed bid auction, each
dealer bids the expected value of the asset (v) plus a dealer-specific inventory
term, denoted by π , which reflects compensation for unwanted risk. There
may be cross-sectional dispersion in inventory across dealers. A dealer who
has an opposite-side inventory position may aggressively bid to reduce risk, so

8 For simplicity, we assume that execution obtains with certainty in a bilateral negotiation. It
is straightforward to extend the model to allow for a positive probability that a negotiation leads
to no trade, followed by subsequent searches in the future. See Duffie, Garleanu, and Pedersen
(2005).

9 See also Levin and Smith (1994). The optimal auction duration selected is implicit in the
reduced form.
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the inventory premium can be negative. The expected total auction price, pa,
is thus

pa = q(p0 + s(x)) + (1 − q(x))(v + π (x)), (1)

where π (x) is the expected inventory premium. Equation (1) yields the key
trade-off where a trader chooses the OTC market if and only if

q (x) s (x) + (
1 − q(x)

)
(π (x) − d (x)) > 0, (2)

and the auction market otherwise. For a given trade size, the higher the costs
of leakage s and the inventory premium π , the greater likelihood of trading
OTC versus the electronic auction. The opposite is true for the dealer markup
d. Similarly, a lower dealer response rate λ (e.g., on less liquid issues) implies a
higher q and hence less likelihood of selecting the auction. Equation (2) forms
the basis for the endogenous choice model we estimate below.

The model allows for costs to vary with size in a nonlinear way. The observed
execution price p(x) is the lower envelope of the cost curves reflecting the
investor’s optimal venue choice k ∈ {0, a}:

p(x) = min[p0(x | k = 0), pa(x | k = a)]. (3)

For small sizes, leakage s is minimal and the electronic auction mechanism
dominates. This is also the case if dealers are competitive in bidding so that
π (x) is very small. As trade size rises, we expect higher costs from leakage
and so the dealer mechanism will dominate beyond a critical size. If the dealer
markup d(x) reflects economies of scale or bargaining power, as the previous
literature suggests, realized cost may decline with x.

Buy and sell orders need not be symmetric, especially in fixed income mar-
kets where many bonds are bought and held to maturity, limiting their float
and making short sales especially difficult.10 Consequently, bond dealers may
signal their inventory to encourage buyers of specific issues to call them di-
rectly, increasing investors’ preference for OTC for buyer-initiated trades. In
addition, some sells may be forced liquidations or “fire sales,” where the cus-
tomer seeks multiple bids to maximize the chances of completing the trans-
action and to mitigate dealer market power, increasing OTC use for buys
relative to sells. Let b(x) denote the price differential between a buy and
the equivalent sale. The selection equation (2) for a sell order now becomes
q(x)s (x) + (

1 − q(x)
) (

π (x) − b(x) − d (x)
)

> 0 so that, when b > 0, buys are more
likely to be traded by voice.

The framework also offers guidance regarding another real-world subject,
namely, multiple bond issues by the same company. Multiple bond issues allow
dealers to offset risks through substitution, lowering their inventory costs and
hence the premium π , and increasing the response rate λ. If substitution effects
were limited to risk reduction, we would expect that multiple-issue bonds have
lower costs and are more likely to be traded in an electronic auction than

10 See Asquith et al. (2011) for analysis of the market for borrowing corporate bonds.
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equivalent single-issue bonds. Conversely, from an information perspective,
leakage s may be higher for multiple-issue bonds because dealers can trade
other bonds by the same issuer, thereby offsetting the benefit of using an
auction. The net impact of these effects on venue choice is thus an empirical
question. Before turning to our analysis based on our framework of optimal
venue selection, we develop our empirical approach to measuring trading costs.

III. Liquidity and Transaction Costs

A number of approaches have been used to calculate transaction costs in
sparsely traded fixed income markets. Unlike equity markets, intraday bid
and ask quotes for corporate bond markets are not readily available. The sim-
plest approach is to compare roughly contemporaneous buy and sell prices of
the same bond to impute a spread. As the TRACE data identify whether a
transaction is buyer- or seller-initiated, imputed spreads are straightforward
to compute. Hong and Warga (2000) follow this approach to estimate what
Harris and Piwowar (2006) refer to as a benchmark methodology by subtract-
ing the average price for all sell transactions from the average buy price for
each bond each day when there is both a buy and a sell (see also Feldhütter
(2012)). In the Internet Appendix,11 we display trading costs in basis points
measured using the difference between average prices for all buy and sells for
each bond for bond days when there is both a buy and a sell.

However, while imputed costs are simple, they have deficiencies. Given in-
frequent trading in many bonds, the same bond same day criterion limits the
amount of usable data. Harris and Piwowar (2006) and others use a regression
approach to utilize more data. We employ the regression approach’s implicit
assumption regarding interdealer trades to more closely follow the transac-
tion cost literature in the equity markets to construct a cost of transacting
for each trade. This enables us to easily include cross-sectional and time-series
covariates in our cost estimation and control for endogenous choice in venue se-
lection. Beyond any obvious explicit costs (e.g., commissions and fees), we want
to include bid-ask spread and market impact costs.12 Accordingly, we compute
percentage transaction costs in basis points relative to a variety of benchmarks
but focus here on the last trade in that bond in the interdealer market as most
representative. Cost is defined as

Cost = ln
(

TradePrice
BenchmarkPrice

)
× Trade Sign, (4)

where Trade Sign takes the value of +1 if the investor is buying and –1 if the
investor is selling. We compute transactions costs throughout in basis points
of value by multiplying equation (4) by 10,000.

11 The Internet Appendix may be found in the online version of this article on the Journal of
Finance website.

12 Commissions are included in prices for both electronic and voice trades. Differences in costs
between the mechanisms thus capture differences in both commissions and prices.
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It is important to note that the cost in (4) is a fraction of trade value, not
yield. As noted above, the trading convention for investment-grade corporate
bonds is for negotiations to take place in terms of yield relative to the yield
on a benchmark Treasury. From an investment perspective, cost should be
expressed relative to the value of the trade to correctly reflect the full costs
of trading, often referred to as implementation shortfall. We use the last in-
terdealer price as the benchmark price.13 Harris and Piwowar (2006), Bessem-
binder, Maxwell, and Venkataraman (2006), and Edwards, Harris and Piwowar
(2007) calculate trading costs with regressions of the change in price between
transactions on the change in the trade sign. Consistent with our approach,
interdealer trades in these papers are given a trade sign of zero. Our approach
uniquely assigns a cost to each transaction allowing for more straightforward
inclusion of transaction-specific covariates of interest relating to the number of
dealers queried and the number responding. The disadvantage of calculating
a cost for each trade is the information in trade signs and price changes is less
fully exploited. In addition, the interdealer price may include costs that dealers
charge each other for trading.

Table II presents transaction costs for electronic and voice trades by trade
size for investment-grade and high-yield bonds overall and for buys and sells.
The trade-size categories in Table II are based on dollar value traded and chosen
in accordance with standard industry conventions: micro ($1 to $100K), odd-lot
($100K to $1M), round-lot ($1M to $5M), and maximum reported size ($5M+)
trades. Trade sizes in TRACE are capped at $5 million for investment-grade
bonds and $1 million for high-yield bonds.14 Investment-grade and high-yield
bonds differ in their trading convention as negotiation in investment-grade
corporate bonds is in terms of the yield spread over a benchmark Treasury
of similar duration whereas negotiations in high-yield bonds occur in terms
of dollars. This difference in pricing convention means that dealers’ bids in
high-yield bonds are exposed to broad interest rate risk between the time of
placement and execution, so that auction time is more critical.

A steep decline in trading costs with trade size and substantial cost differ-
ences between electronic and voice are evident. For investment-grade bonds,
odd-lot electronic trades average 13.8 basis points, while for voice trades the
cost is substantially higher at 46.7 basis points. The costs for voice trades fall to
10.5 and 8.9 basis points in the round-lot and maximum trade size categories,
respectively. Electronic costs fall with trade size as well, albeit more slowly.
These costs are similar in magnitude to previous estimates of corporate bond

13 Using the last price introduces a bias from bid-ask bounce. Another popular benchmark, the
Volume Weighted Average Price, suffers from similar issues when there are few trades in the day.
We do not use the many interdealer trades that are paired with customer trades, that is, same
bond, day, time, and quantity, as these may contain larger costs for interdealer trading.

14 The vast majority of transactions are below these caps, which make the total value traded
in these trade-size categories a lower bound. For simplicity and comparability we also refer to
the maximum trade size in high-yield bonds as round lots. In the Internet Appendix we provide
descriptive statistics on the characteristics of electronic and voice trades in terms of trade sizes
and whether the customer is buying or selling.
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Table II
Bond Trading Costs

The table presents estimates of one-way trading costs in basis points for a sample of all U.S.
investment-grade and high-yield corporate bond trades in the Financial Industry Regulatory Au-
thority’s (FINRA) Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine (TRACE) from January 2010 through
April 2011. Electronic refers to MarketAxess trades; Voice trades are all TRACE reported trades
excluding electronic auction trades. High-yield is below BBB rated.

Investment Grade High Yield

Electronic Voice Electronic Voice

All Trades
Micro (1–100K) 22.0 87.9 35.9 122.0
Odd (100K–1M) 13.8 46.7 20.2 58.2
Round (1–5M) 10.5 15.0 12.7 16.5
$5M and above 8.9 11.2

Buys
Micro (1–100K) 15.6 95.7 24.3 129.9
Odd (100K–1M) 16.0 50.1 21.4 67.7
Round (1–5M) 14.7 16.0 15.0 14.1
$5M and above 11.1 9.4

Sells
Micro (1–100K) 25.1 76.5 40.0 106.0
Odd (100K–1M) 11.4 41.5 19.4 44.7
Round (1–5M) 6.4 13.8 10.9 19.0
$5M and above 7.4 13.0

transaction costs. While electronic costs are lower than voice, Table I shows
that the characteristics of bonds traded via the electronic and voice mecha-
nisms differ, with bonds likely to be more liquid (e.g., bonds with larger issue
sizes) trading more electronically.

As expected, trading costs in high-yield bonds are much higher than in
investment-grade. The differentials are greatest in the smaller trade sizes.
Comparing across voice and electronic markets for high-yield and investment-
grade bonds, the differentials are large initially for smaller sizes but narrow as
size increases. It is not obvious that there are systematic differences by trade
side, although for voice it appears that buys are more costly than equivalent-
sized sells. That is not the case in the electronic market.

The results in this section provide initial evidence on the relative costs of
trading in an electronic auction versus sequentially negotiating with deal-
ers. While Table II controls for some differences in credit quality, which is an
important component of potential endogeneity in investors’ choice of trading
mechanism, a more rigorous multivariate approach is needed.

IV. Endogenous Venue Selection

The results in the prior section provide initial evidence on the relative costs
of trading in an electronic auction versus sequentially negotiating with dealers.
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Table I shows that electronic and voice trading differ on important bond char-
acteristics and market conditions beyond credit quality. In addition, the choice
of venue may depend on unobservable differences in trade characteristics. The
standard econometric approach to control for unobservable characteristics of
trades that affect both the costs of the trade and whether the trade is executed
electronically is a two-stage switching model.15

A. Determinants of Trading Mechanism

In terms of our conceptual framework, define the cost for a purchase in venue
k as ck = (pk/v) − 1, for k ∈ {0, a}. We model expected costs as ck = z′δk + ηk,
where z is a vector of explanatory terms (including possibly nonlinear functions
of size), and the error term η captures the unobserved costs of search and
slippage, as detailed in the model. In stage 1, a trader chooses the lowest-cost
venue. From equation (2), the auction venue is chosen if

ca ≤ c0 or z′(δ0 − δa) + (η0 − ηa) ≥ 0 or z′δ + η ≥ 0. (5)

This equation forms the basis of the probit equation in Table III.
In stage 2, we model the true cost equation (if there is no selection bias) as

yk = x′βk + εk. (6)

The residual captures unobserved cost factors such as dealer inventory effects.
Assuming joint normality,

E[y0|x, z, ca ≥ c0] = x′β0 − ρ0σε0

ϕ(z′δ)
1 − �(z′δ)

≡ x′β0 − ρ0σε0mr0(z′δ) (7)

E[ya|x, z, ca ≤ c0] = x′βa + ρaσεa

ϕ(z′δ)
�(z′δ)

≡ x′βa + ρaσεamra(z′δ), (8)

where ρk is the correlation of εk and ηk. Essentially, to run both regressions
requires two Mill’s ratio variables (with appropriate dummies) where the de-
nominators are slightly different (they sum to one).

B. Empirical Evidence on Venue Selection

Before estimating the probit first stage of the switching model, we return
to the variables related to market conditions, bond characteristics, and trade
size introduced in Table I. The dummy variable buy is set to one if the investor
buys and zero if the investor sells. The natural logarithm is taken of maturity
(Maturity), bond age (Age), issue size (Issue Size), and the sum of the issue
sizes of the issuer’s other bonds (Other Issue Size). The dummy variable Most
Liquid denotes whether an issue is the most actively traded issue by that

15 Madhavan and Cheng (1997) and Bessembinder and Venkataraman (2004) use this procedure
to control for venue selection in the upstairs versus downstairs equity markets.
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Table III
Venue Selection: Stage I Probit Model

The table provides probit models for the binary choice between electronic auctions and over-the-
counter in investment-grade and high-yield bonds. The dependent variable is one if an electronic
auction is selected; zero otherwise. Independent variables include dummy variables for the investor
buying from a dealer, Buy, trade size, Odd lot ($100K–$1M), Round lot ($1M–$5M), and Max
($5M+), A-BBB rating, industry (Financial and Utility), and calendar time (Monday, Friday, and
End-of-month). The absolute value of the return on the issuer’s stock the day of the trade is |Ret|.
Bond characteristics include the natural logarithm of the bond’s time to Maturity, time since
issuance, Age, Issue Size, and issuer’s Other Issue Size. There is a dummy variable for the issuer’s
Most Liquid issue. All continuous independent variables are demeaned. Standard errors clustered
on day and bond issue are in parentheses; ** and * denote statistical significance at the 0.01 and
0.05 level.

Investment High
Grade Yield

Buy −0.39** −0.51**
(0.01) (0.03)

Odd 1.00** 0.66**
(0.02) (0.04)

Round 0.70** −0.12*
(0.02) (0.05)

Max −0.46**
(0.02)

A-BBB Rating 0.04
(0.03)

Financial −0.24** −0.42**
(0.03) (0.06)

Utility 0.06 0.02
(0.04) (0.09)

Monday 0.03* 0.05*
(0.01) (0.02)

Friday −0.01 −0.03
(0.01) (0.02)

End-of-Month 0.21** 0.14**
(0.02) (0.02)

|Ret| −4.63** −2.94**
(0.36) (0.47)

Maturity −0.11** −0.11*
(0.02) (0.05)

Age −0.17** −0.10*
(0.02) (0.04)

Issue Size 0.22** 0.13**
(0.01) (0.03)

Other Issue Size −0.02** 0.01
(0.01) (0.00)

Most Liquid −0.08* −0.03
(0.04) (0.06)

Constant −1.25** −1.72**
(0.04) (0.05)

Observations 3,675,349 942,580
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issuer. The trade size categories in Table II are represented by Odd, Round,
and Max. The dummy variable A-BBB Rating is created for the lower quality
investment-grade bonds, rated A through BBB. Issuer risk with significant
time variation is proxied by|Ret|, defined as the absolute value of the issuer’s
stock return that day. The calendar time dummies Monday and Friday are used
for the beginning and end of the week to capture inventory effects around the
weekend, and dummies for the financial and utility sectors are also included
as controls. A month-end dummy, End of Month, is one for the last trading day
of the month and zero otherwise. Month-end trading is often related to index
or rebalancing activity by institutions, so venue choice may differ.

We estimate the probit models for venue selection in Table III for investment-
grade and high-yield bonds, respectively. Standard errors control for contempo-
raneous correlation across bonds on the same day and time-series correlation
within bonds using the clustering approach of Petersen (2009) and Thompson
(2011). All independent variables are demeaned to allow the trade-size dummy
variables to be added together to calculate average trading costs in subsequent
regressions. Consistent with Table I, larger issue size, younger, closer to ma-
turity, and nonfinancial bonds are more likely to be traded electronically. Odd-
and round-lot trades and bonds with larger issue sizes on Monday and at the
end of the month are also more likely to be traded electronically. The smallest
trades are most likely to be done by voice. Although most large investors use
both electronic and voice, smaller retail-oriented traders may lack access to the
auction platform, resulting in a smaller electronic market share in micro-sized
trades. The calendar effects likely reflect greater opportunity costs of sequen-
tial voice search on these days due to higher volumes (e.g., monthly rebalancing
flows) and more intrinsic volatility (e.g., following the weekend).

The coefficient on the size of the issuer’s other bonds, Other Issue Size, is
negative and significant for investment-grade bonds, indicating greater use of
voice for bonds with multiple issues. In terms of the model, this is consistent
with leakage costs arising from the ability to trade other bonds by the same
issuer dominating the effect of lower inventory costs from better hedging. What
is not clear is why the coefficient is not significant for high-yield bonds. This
may reflect the much smaller sample size for auctions in high-yield bonds or
the fact that the substitution effects of reduced risk but higher leakage offset
each other in this category.

C. Regression Cost Estimates Controlling for Selection Bias

Table IV uses the estimates from the probit regression in the second-stage
cost model for electronic and voice trades. Four regressions are reported, two
each for equations (7) and (8) for investment-grade and high-yield bonds, re-
spectively. Because our benchmark interdealer price used to calculate costs may
not occur immediately prior to the trade, we include Treasury Drift, which is the
change in Treasury yield at the time of the trade relative to yield at the time of
the benchmark trade × buy-sell indicator × years to maturity; this controls for
changes in price due to Treasury rate shifts. The other independent variables
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Table IV
Endogenous Selection of Trading Mechanism: Stage II Cost Model

In this table the probit specification in Table III is used to estimate the second-stage cost model
for electronic auction and voice trades controlling for endogenous selection. Independent variables
include dummy variables for the investor buying from a dealer (Buy), trade size (Odd lot ($100K–
$1M), Round lot ($1M–$5M), and Max ($5M+), and A-BBB rating. The absolute value of the
return on the issuer’s stock the day of the trade is |Ret|. Bond characteristics include the natural
logarithm of the bond’s time to Maturity, time since issuance (Age), Issue Size, and the issuer’s
Other Issue Size. There is a dummy variable for the issuer’s Most Liquid issue. Treasury Drift is
the change in the yield in the benchmark Treasury at the time of the trade relative to yield at
the time of the prior interdealer trade × Buy × years to maturity. All continuous independent
bond variables are demeaned. The selectivity adjustment (Inverse Mill’s ratio) terms are Inv Mill
Auction and Inv Mill Voice. Standard errors clustered on day and bond issue are in parentheses;
** and * denote statistical significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 level.

Investment Grade High Yield

Electronic Voice Electronic Voice

Buy −4.79** 6.22** −7.61** 15.14**
(1.24) (1.68) (2.84) (3.72)

Odd −2.15 −5.67 −13.14** −53.93**
(1.68) (2.93) (3.12) (5.09)

Round −8.15** −51.43** −19.49** −100.88**
(1.28) (2.22) (2.41) (2.19)

Max −17.67** −80.92**
(1.32) (1.63)

A-BBB Rating 0.16 9.05**
(0.42) (1.46)

Treasury Drift 0.43** 0.23** 0.07 0.01
(0.01) (0.01) (0.04) (0.03)

|Ret| 59.08** 158.49** 106.82** 152.35**
(21.36) (21.04) (39.79) (46.93)

Maturity 10.60** 36.58** 9.45** 30.52**
(0.39) (1.12) (1.70) (2.69)

Age 3.58** 2.56* 3.52* 3.90
(0.35) (1.01) (1.47) (2.16)

Issue Size −5.93** −1.87** −8.26** −4.11**
(0.47) (0.49) (1.07) (1.26)

Other Issue Size −0.80** −0.44* −0.06 0.39
(0.15) (0.22) (0.16) (0.24)

Most Liquid −0.48 2.44 1.79 −1.46
(0.54) (2.35) (1.77) (4.11)

Inv Mill Auction 11.69** 3.59
(2.13) (4.56)

Inv Mill Voice −76.35** −76.07
(7.75) (39.96)

Constant 9.23* 84.14** 31.87** 118.00**
(3.87) (2.13) (10.83) (3.94)

Observations 445,416 3,229,933 22,124 920,456
R2 0.16 0.17 0.04 0.11
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are as described earlier. As before, all continuous independent variables are
demeaned. The selectivity adjustment (Mill’s ratio) terms in equations (7) and
(8) are Inv Mill Voice and Inv Mill Electronic, respectively.

The differences in size coefficients between the voice and electronic columns
show that the relative advantage of the two types of trading depends on bond
and market characteristics. The difference in independent variable coefficients
(electronic minus voice) shows that the relative costs of electronic auctions
decrease in issue size and increase in age, consistent with easier trades being
done in electronic auctions. The inverse Mills ratio term for voice trades has
a negative coefficient, consistent with our model of selection, which suggests
that the voice market is chosen for orders with a higher likelihood of leakage
and higher search costs. The omitted trade-size dummy variable is for the
smallest trades. Therefore, the coefficients on other trade-size dummy variables
represent differences in cost relative to the smallest trade size. Adding the
intercept to the trade-size variable and incorporating the average inverse ratio
term gives the selectivity-adjusted expected trading costs for an average trade
in each trade size across the mechanisms.

For the smallest trade size in investment-grade bonds with the average
bond and market characteristics, the expected trading cost is 67 basis points
when using voice and 31 basis points when using the electronic mechanism.
The difference between these estimates is narrower than the difference in
Table II, but still substantial. The trade-size coefficients differ significantly
between electronic and voice. For odd-lot trades the expected trading cost is 62
basis points when using voice and 29 basis points when using the electronic
mechanism. The coefficients suggest that, for the two smallest trade sizes,
trades with average characteristics are cheaper to execute electronically and
the largest trades are cheaper to execute by voice.

The cost differentials are noteworthy for the smaller-sized trades. Clearly,
the auction mechanism is preferred for this size over the OTC alternative.
Given the relative size of the costs, the slippage term s or the probability of
nontrading q would need to be implausibly large to explain this selection. It is
likely that this result reflects some of the differences in investor composition
across the venues referred to earlier. Specifically, the results may reflect the
fact that smaller and less active traders who could benefit from trading their
odd lots in an auction framework are unwilling to bear the associated setup
costs, closing out this option. It is also possible that voice is selected for small
trades because of speed, research services, or broker relationships.

The value of optimal venue selection provides an opportunity to roughly as-
sess the economic impact of the introduction of electronic auctions into an OTC
environment. A conservative measure of the value from electronic auctions,
V(x), is the maximum of zero and the cost differential (weighted by volume of
trade) between the voice and auction mechanisms, multiplied by the trading
volume in that size category:

V (x) = max[0, C0(x) − Ca(x)]x. (9)
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In other words, the calculation assumes that the default mechanism is OTC
and asks how much could be gained from trading at a lower-cost auction if
optimal. This calculation is conservative because the resulting value ignores
the possible impact of auction competition on dealer quotes in the OTC market
and further excludes any gains from the ability to trade more. Summing across
all trade-size ranges yields the aggregate value of the auction mechanism.

Overall, we estimate that the auction mechanism could result in potential
cost savings of at least $2 billion per annum on $1.4 trillion in trading volume.
These savings should be reflected in higher realized investment returns to the
ultimate investors of the bonds. Again, this is a conservative annual estimate
and is likely to grow over time as the range of order sizes over which the elec-
tronic auction mechanism dominates increases. Note that there are clear dif-
ferences in the drift term coefficient between investment-grade and high-yield
bonds, with the former positive and significant and the latter insignificant. One
would expect such discrepancies because of differences in trading convention
and more liquid bonds may well have greater loadings on the aggregate bond
market, that is, less idiosyncratic noise.

The above analysis does not consider the costs of unfilled orders. Section V
explores such costs for electronic auctions. We do not observe phone searches
not resulting in trades, so a direct comparison across mechanisms for unfilled
orders is not possible. In general, fully capturing expected trading costs across
venues requires an experimental design where orders are randomly sent to
different mechanisms. This study thus suffers from a shortcoming common to
all studies of observed transaction costs.

D. Price Discovery and Permanent Price Impact

In addition to trading cost/liquidity, there are other measures of market qual-
ity. An important consideration is price discovery. In particular, price changes
can be decomposed into permanent (both public and private information re-
lated) and transitory (liquidity) components. The transitory component largely
reflects the trading costs measured above, so we focus on the permanent or
information component of trading. There is no reason a priori to think that
price pressure effects are different across the mechanisms as trades occur with
the same intermediaries. However, the eventual information impact may be
more clearly discerned by the market through one mechanism over another.

Table V reports regressions with the same control variables as in Table IV
for the permanent price impact of a trade. The permanent impact is calculated
similarly to the costs in equation (4) with the difference being that the trade
price is replaced by the next benchmark price from an interdealer trade. Thus,
if the trade is a buy and the next interdealer trade price is higher than the
interdealer trade price preceding the trade, then the price impact is positive.
Table V follows a similar format as Table IV. About 10% of trades are omit-
ted because there is no subsequent interdealer trade. To account for changes
in the systematic component of prices, Treasury Drift is modified to measure
the change in benchmark Treasury yields between the prior and subsequent
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Table V
Permanent Impact for Investment-Grade and High-Yield Bonds

The table presents the permanent impact, calculated similarly to the costs in equation (1) with the
difference being that the trade price is replaced by the next benchmark price from an interdealer
trade. Thus, if the trade is a buy and the next interdealer trade price is higher than the interdealer
trade price preceding the trade, then the price impact is positive. Treasury Drift is the change
in the benchmark treasury’s yield at the time of the next interdealer trade relative to yield at
the prior interdealer trade × Buy × years to maturity. See Tables III and IV for definitions of
independent variables. In addition, the trade-size dummy variables are interacted with a dummy
variable for electronic auction trades All continuous independent bond variables are demeaned.
Standard errors clustered on day and bond issue are in parentheses; ** and * denote statistical
significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 level.

Investment High
Grade Yield

Buy 4.74** 14.81**
(0.76) (1.98)

Odd −0.89** 0.14
(0.17) (0.66)

Round 2.10** 7.78**
(0.25) (1.07)

Max 3.00**
(0.26)

Auction*Micro 1.33** 4.24**
(0.19) (1.24)

Auction*Odd 2.88** 5.36**
(0.26) (1.26)

Auction*Round 0.91* −4.92*
(0.37) (2.20)

Auction*Max 1.06
(0.88)

A-BBB Rating −0.39*
(0.16)

Treasury Drift 0.28** −0.03
(0.01) (0.02)

|Ret| −8.89 −14.23
(8.77) (28.73)

Maturity −0.22 −0.36
(0.20) (0.80)

Age 0.29* −0.60
(0.14) (0.68)

Issue Size −0.29* 0.38
(0.13) (0.44)

Other Issue Size −0.11 0.01
(0.06) (0.07)

Constant −2.37** −9.38**
(0.44) (1.42)

Observations 3,216,546 824,483
R2 0.04 0.10
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interdealer benchmark trades used for calculating permanent price impacts.
We interact the electronic auction dummy variable Auction with the trade size
dummies to measure differences in price impact between the two mechanisms
for each trade-size category.

Table V implicitly decomposes the total price impact in Table IV into its per-
manent and transitory components. The transitory price impact is profit for the
dealer while the permanent impact is interpreted as information impounded
into price. Duffie, Giroux, and Manso (2010) model how information diffusion
increases in the number of contacts traders make. If auctions expose trading
intentions to more counterparties, then auctions should have a higher price
impact. This is consistent with our model’s assumption that leakage of infor-
mation increases in the number of dealers contacted. Table V shows that larger
trades, buys, and smaller issues have larger price impacts. Table III shows that
these characteristics lead to less electronic trading. Electronic trades thus have
larger price impact, although the statistical significance fades in larger trade
sizes.

V. Trading and Bidding Behavior in Electronic Auctions

As in our model, theory suggests that bidders’ participation is crucial for auc-
tion performance (for example, Bulow and Klemperer (2009)). We next turn to
detailed data on dealers’ bidding behavior and responses in electronic auctions.
Our model predicts that factors that increase the probability of dealers bidding
in an electronic auction should be the same factors that lead investors to choose
an electronic auction over voice search. We first examine dealers’ bidding re-
sponses to auctions. We then use those expected response rates to study how
the response rates impact trading costs in the electronic auction. Finally, we
provide evidence on the costs of auctions that fail to trade in repeated attempts
electronically and the costs of completing the trade over the phone.

A. Dealers Bidding in Auctions

Figure 1 illustrates the frequency distribution of the number of dealer re-
sponses in the auction market for investment-grade and high-yield bonds. For
investment-grade bonds the modal response is three. With that number of
dealers, the typical auction should approach a competitive outcome. In 7.3% of
auctions, no dealers respond. Auctions in high-yield bonds have fewer dealers
responding, with the modal number being zero and the next most frequent
outcome being one bid. In roughly 60% of high-yield auctions there are two
or fewer bids, suggesting that dealers’ propensity to bid may explain the low
auction market share in these bonds.

Table VI provides summary statistics on the length of auctions in minutes,
bidding in auctions by trade size with the per auction average number of dealers
queried, the percentage of dealers responding, the percentage of auctions with
zero responses, and the percentage of auctions that do not lead to a trade.
Investors run shorter auctions and query fewer dealers in high-yield bonds.
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of dealer responses. The figure shows the frequency dis-
tribution of the number of dealer responses in all electronic auctions in the sample, broken down for
investment-grade and high-yield bonds. Data are from January 2010 through April 2011, excluding
all interdealer trades.

The difference in dealers queried is not nearly enough to fully explain the
lower the number of bids compared to investment-grade bonds. The response
rate is about half as large in high-yield bonds. This leads to more high-yield
auctions receiving no responses and fewer orders being filled.

For investment-grade bonds, the number of dealers queried decreases with
trade size, which is consistent with leakage increasing in trade size. However,
the numbers of dealers responding increases in trade size, that is, dealers are
more likely to respond for large trades. The percentage of dealers responding
increases substantially from 15.7% for the smallest trades to 28.9% for the
largest trades. These results correspond to dealers’ cost of participation being
fixed across auctions, so the participation cost per bond declines in trade size.
Alternatively, large trades are done in bonds where dealers are more likely to
respond. While dealers’ response rates increase with trade size, the fraction
of auctions with no response also increases in trade size. This implies that
dealers’ decisions to bid in particular auctions are not independent and bonds,
trades, or market characteristics affect bidding propensity across dealers.

Table VI also shows the percentage of auctions that lead to trades. This
information on the rate at which orders are filled is not available for the voice
mechanism. Several patterns are evident in the fill rates. First, fill rate and
response probability vary in different ways with trade size, for example, fill
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Table VI
Descriptive Statistics for Number of Dealers in an Auction

The table presents descriptive statistics from January 2010 through April 2011 for the length of
time (in minutes) the auction is run, the number of dealers participating in electronic auctions,
and the percentage of auctions that resulted in a trade. Four trade size categories by dollar size are
represented, based on market conventions, up to a maximum of $5M and above. The 10 highest-
volatility days are identified as the 10 days with the highest absolute CRSP value-weighted return.
Figures reported are sample means.

Auction Time Number of Dealers No Fill
Length Dealers Response Response Rate

(Minutes) Queried Rate (%) (%) (%)

All Bonds
Micro (1–100K) 12.1 27.7 15.2% 8.2% 73.4%
Odd (100 K–1M) 11.0 27.2 20.3% 8.6% 68.7%
Round (1–5M) 10.3 26.6 25.5% 9.7% 66.1%
Max (5M+) 9.5 25.1 28.9% 14.7% 51.0%

Investment-Grade Bonds
Micro (1–100K) 12.2 27.8 15.7% 6.7% 75.3%
Odd (100 K–1M) 11.0 27.2 20.8% 7.7% 70.6%
Round (1–5M) 10.4 26.6 26.1% 8.9% 68.0%
Max (5M+) 9.5 25.1 28.9% 14.7% 51.0%

High-Yield Bonds
Micro (1–100K) 10.7 26.2 8.7% 26.1% 50.0%
Odd (100 K–1M) 9.7 27.1 13.1% 19.6% 44.3%
Round (1–5M) 8.6 25.5 15.8% 21.9% 38.6%

All Bonds on 10 Highest-Volatility Days
Micro (1–100K) 12.7 26.9 12.1% 12.9% 60.2%
Odd (100 K–1M) 11.0 25.5 19.1% 9.4% 59.8%
Round (1–5M) 10.3 25.0 23.8% 8.9% 58.4%
Max (5M+) 11.1 24.4 25.8% 13.6% 40.2%

rates are low when auctions are unlikely to get any dealer bids, and auctions
with at least one dealer bid often do not result in a trade. The likelihood of the
joint event that an auction receives a bid but no trade occurs is increasing in
trade size. This last fact implies that investors are more sensitive to costs in
larger trades, or bids are relatively less competitive in large trades. High-yield
bonds exhibit similar properties with response rates increasing in trade size.
Dealers are less likely to bid in high-yield bonds, resulting in less competition
and more failed auctions. While fill rates range from 50% to 75% for different
trade sizes in investment-grade bonds, fill rates are 50% or below for all trade
sizes in high-yield bonds.

Table VI provides data on the most volatile days in our 377-day sample
period. The highest-volatility days are defined as the 10 days with the highest
CRSP value-weighted index return. On these days, dealers’ response rates are
substantially lower. This is consistent with auctions having a higher chance of
failure on volatile days and with lower auction use on those days, as reported
in Table III. For the entire sample 10.1% of trades are auctions, but on the 10
volatile days only 8.4% of trades are auctions.
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Almost all auctions are 5, 10, 15, or 20 minutes, with the approximate per-
centages being 20, 50, 10, and 20, respectively.16 Auctions for larger trades run
for shorter periods, consistent with greater information leakage concerns. This
is also consistent with a higher response rate from dealers for larger orders.
Auctions are short for high yield bonds, likely due to their lower liquidity and
greater scope for information leakage.

Longer auctions allow dealers more time to bid, presumably increasing par-
ticipation. However, auction length could also be associated with unobservable
factors that proxy for more difficult trading conditions, which in turn induce
lower dealer bidding. To examine this issue (and move beyond the simple aver-
ages in Table VI), we model the number of dealers N (N = 0,1,2 . . . ) respond-
ing to M queries, controlling for bond, trade, and market characteristics z, as
E[N|M] = λ(z). Given that the number of dealers is integer valued, we esti-
mate a count data model. This design also naturally allows for zero outcomes
or auction failure. In particular, we model trade i as the outcome of a Poisson
distribution with conditional mean,

ln (λi) = z
′
iβ + ui, (10)

where the error term ui captures individual (unobserved) variation in dealer
responses. It is important to allow for cross-sectional heterogeneity in estima-
tion because our conceptual framework suggests that bargaining power and
leakage vary across traders. When ui has a gamma distribution �(1, θ ), this
yields a negative binomial model. Unlike the Poisson model, we do not restrict
the mean and variance of the sample data to be equal. Overdispersion (the
variance exceeds the mean) is quite common with count data and hence the
negative binomial is preferred. The distribution of the number of dealer re-
sponses Ni in auction i conditioned on zi is

P(Ni =ni|zi)= �(ni +θ )
�(θ )�(ni +1)

(
θ

θ+λi

)θ (
λi

θ+λi

)ni

, ni =0, 1, 2, . . . . (11)

Table VII reports estimates of the dealer response model for investment-
grade and high-yield bonds.

The log of the number of dealers is strongly positive as expected. Buy orders
are less likely to have responses, consistent with short sale difficulties. This
result is more apparent in high-yield bonds. The model can help traders better
predict auction interest to utilize this mechanism more efficiently and reduce
costs. The probability of the auction failing (with no responses at all) is

P(Ni =0|zi) =
(

θ

θ+λi

)θ

, (12)

which is the analog to the Poisson probability with no heterogeneity in re-
sponses. There is a marked jump in the probability of auction failure as trade

16 The Internet Appendix provides multivariate regression analysis of auction length on the set
of bond, market, and trade variables.
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Table VII
Negative Binomial Model for Number of Dealers Responding in

Auction
The table presents regression models for the number of dealers responding for a sample of electronic
auctions from January 2010 to April 2011. The logarithm of the length of the auction in minutes
and the number of Dealers sent a request for a quote in the auction is included. See Tables III
and IV for definitions of the other independent variables. All continuous independent variables are
demeaned. Standard errors clustered on day and bond issue are in parentheses; ** and * denote
statistical significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 level.

Investment High
Grade Yield

Dealers 0.54** 0.45**
(0.00) (0.01)

Buy −0.36** −0.51**
(0.01) (0.02)

Odd 0.32** 0.49**
(0.01) (0.02)

Round 0.54** 0.65**
(0.01) (0.03)

Max 0.62**
(0.01)

A-BBB Rating −0.05**
(0.02)

Monday 0.04** 0.03*
(0.00) (0.01)

Friday −0.05** −0.07**
(0.00) (0.01)

End-of-Month 0.02** −0.00
(0.00) (0.02)

|Ret| −2.01** −0.75*
(0.16) (0.36)

Maturity 0.02** 0.02**
(0.00) (0.00)

Age 0.01** 0.05**
(0.00) (0.00)

Issue Size 0.35** 0.32**
(0.01) (0.02)

Other Issue Size 0.03** 0.02
(0.01) (0.01)

Auction Length −0.02** 0.01
(0.00) (0.02)

Constant −0.31** −0.52**
(0.02) (0.05)

Observations 606,325 47,148

size changes from a round lot to an odd lot. For investment-grade bonds, the
difference in the odd- and round-lot coefficients is approximately 0.2, implying
that, all else equal, the probability of auction failure for an odd-lot transaction
is 1.22 times that of a comparable round lot. Age and the end-of-week and end-
of-month dummy variables negatively predict bidding. There are fewer bids
in higher-yield bonds. It is also interesting to note that the coefficient on the
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Figure 2. Transaction costs in basis points and number of dealers responding. The figure
shows costs in basis points by the number of dealer responses in all electronic auctions in the sample
with at least one response, broken down for investment-grade and high-yield bonds. Data are from
January 2010 through April 2011, excluding all interdealer trades.

log number of dealers is less than one, which corresponds to the probability of
dealers responding decreasing in the number of dealers queried. Larger trade
size and issue size are positive predictors. Longer auctions are associated with
more bidding in high-yield bonds, but not in investment-grade.

B. Trading Costs and Dealer Bidding

Auction theory predicts that the number of bids should be closely linked to
the auction outcome. Figure 2 shows the costs in basis points as a function of
the number of responding dealers for investment-grade and high-yield bonds.
Competition lowers costs as is clear from the figure. For investment-grade
bonds, when only a few dealers respond costs are high, ranging from 24 to 45
basis points. The mean realized costs approach 0 as the number of responses
begins to exceed 10. This result is consistent with some dealers willing to price
aggressively to liquidate unwanted inventory. The low realized costs could also
result from dealers suffering from the winner’s curse.

High-yield bonds exhibit a similar pattern. Costs drop rapidly in the number
of bids, beginning above 50 basis points with one bid and falling to 0 by 10
bids. The differences in costs between investment-grade and high-yield bonds
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Table VIII
Corporate Bond Trading Costs in an Auction Mechanism

The table presents regression models for trading costs for electronic auctions. The logarithm of the
number of Expected Dealer Bids and Unexpected Dealer Bids based on the estimates in Table VII
are included. See Tables III and IV for definitions of the other independent variables. All continuous
independent bond variables are demeaned. Standard errors clustered on day and bond issue are
in parentheses; ** and * denote statistical significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 level.

Investment High
Grade Yield

Buy −4.07** −10.12**
(0.94) (2.44)

Odd −7.84** −9.49**
(0.39) (1.97)

Round −8.86** −9.42**
(0.51) (2.98)

Max −5.74**
(0.95)

A-BBB Rating 1.34**
(0.46)

Treasury Drift 0.44** 0.07
(0.01) (0.04)

|Ret| 91.68** 109.47**
(15.34) (36.87)

Maturity 0.76** 0.61**
(0.04) (0.19)

Age 0.09 0.49
(0.07) (0.38)

Issue Size −5.69** −6.98**
(0.40) (1.70)

Other Issue Size −0.43* −0.60
(0.19) (0.91)

Expected Dealer Bids −11.58** −17.08**
(0.68) (3.24)

Unexpected Dealer Bids −96.98** −134.26**
(4.28) (27.39)

Constant 360.36** 517.18**
(14.41) (95.38)

Observations 437,591 21,914
R2 0.19 0.06

conditional on the number of bids is much smaller than the unconditional
differences shown in Table II. This result demonstrates that the lower response
rates in Figure 1 and Table VI largely explain the higher costs for high-yield
bonds.

Table VIII presents cost estimates for the auction market incorporating the
number of dealer bids.17 The estimates show that the finding that costs are
decreasing in the number of dealers responding (Figure 2) is robust to the

17 Between 1% and 2% of trades cannot be matched to auctions, causing the number of observa-
tions in Table VIII to be slightly less than the number of electronic trades in Table I.
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inclusion of bond and trade characteristics. Essentially, Table VIII can be
thought of as a regression with the log of frequency response as an explanatory
variable. We use the natural logarithm of the bids because Figure 2 shows a
clear nonlinearity in costs as a function of bids. The model decomposes the
number of bidders into the expected and unexpected number of bidders from
the negative binomial dealer response model in Table VII. The logarithm of
expected and unexpected responses is taken after subtracting the overall mini-
mum and adding one, ensuring that the minimum of the logarithms of expected
and unexpected responses is zero before demeaning. The coefficient on the un-
expected number of bidders is significantly more negative than the coefficient
on the expected number, showing that an unexpectedly lower number of bid-
ders responding is particularly costly. The high costs of an unexpectedly lower
number of bids could result from dealers being less likely to bid at times when
liquidity is lower.

Interestingly, the costs of trading are no longer monotonically decreasing in
trade size once we condition on the number of bids, demonstrating that dealer
bidding behavior drives the decline in costs for larger trades. This finding
enhances the standard argument that costs decrease in trade size because
investors’ bargaining power increases with trade size.18 Our results suggest
that a source of declining dealer market power is greater bidding competition
for larger trades. If dealer behavior is similar in the voice market, then the
same effect should be present. Table VIII also shows that the cost differences
between investment-grade and high-yield bonds are largely driven by dealer
bidding behavior. The inclusion of the dealer bidding variables in Table VIII
makes the difference in trading costs between investment-grade and high-yield
bonds in Tables II and IV shrink to close to zero. This suggests that the trade,
bond, and market characteristics that drive differences in liquidity in electronic
auctions operate through their impact on dealer bidding behavior.

C. Failed Auctions and Trading Costs

The analysis of trading costs thus far does not capture the opportunity cost
associated with the time to trade or the cost of failed trades. This is common as
the data required to make such inferences are rarely present, and not present
for the voice trades from TRACE. However, for the MarketAxess trades, we
have information about auctions that did not lead to trades. Comparing Ta-
bles VII and VIII shows that of the 609,455 auctions in investment-grade bonds,
438,829 or about 72% resulted in trades. For high-yield bonds only 21,887 or
46% of the 47,396 auctions led to trades. When the auction does not lead to a
trade, the investor can give up, attempt another auction, or try to bilaterally
negotiate a trade with a dealer. In this subsection, we attempt to quantify the
costs after electronic auctions that did not lead to trade. A significant challenge

18 Bernhardt et al. (2005) provide a variant on this argument by modeling the repeated inter-
action between customers and dealers. They find that dealers offer better prices to more regular
customers, and, in turn, these customers optimally choose to submit larger orders.
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Table IX
Regression Models of Costs Incorporating Unfilled Auctions

The table reports the costs of electronic auctions including failed electronic auction inquiries,
defined as auctions that ended up with no trade occurring in that auction. The first dummy
variable, Repeat Auction, is for an electronic auction trade where there is a failed auction inquiry
by the same investor, bond, day, size, and buy/sell direction. The second dummy, Auction Voice, is
for an inquiry that did not result in a trade, where the cost is the cost in TRACE for the same bond,
day, size, and buy/sell direction; we assume that the investor on Market Axess would have gotten
this price going to the voice channel. See Tables III and IV for definitions of the other independent
variables. All continuous independent bond variables are demeaned. Standard errors clustered on
day and bond issue are in parentheses; ** and * denote statistical significance at the 0.01 and 0.05
level.

Investment High
Grade Yield

Repeat Auction 2.51** 6.50*
(0.63) (2.54)

Auction Voice 11.61** 24.79**
(0.55) (1.99)

Buy −1.63 −3.02
(0.98) (2.14)

Odd −11.94** −17.23**
(0.43) (1.43)

Round −16.37** −23.40**
(0.56) (2.31)

Max −17.24**
(1.02)

A-BBB Rating 0.88*
(0.44)

Treasury Drift 0.43** 0.04
(0.01) (0.04)

|Ret| 127.97** 185.20**
(16.66) (36.22)

Maturity 0.92** 0.92**
(0.03) (0.19)

Age 0.77** 0.62*
(0.07) (0.29)

Issue Size −6.99** −7.91**
(0.37) (1.46)

Other Issue Size −0.66** −1.00
(0.20) (0.82)

Constant 24.32** 33.78**
(0.78) (2.07)

Observations 469,125 26,313
R2 0.15 0.05

is that our data do not unambiguously identify future trades linked to auctions
that do not result in an immediate trade.

For the 196,145 electronic auctions that do not lead to an immediate trade,
MarketAxess identifies 13,279 auctions by the same investor, in the same bond,
on the same day, on the same side (buy or sell), and for the same quantity that
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ended in a trade. We construct the dummy variable Repeat Auction to identify
these auctions. For the remaining electronic auctions that do not lead to an
immediate trade, we look for a voice trade in the same bond, on the same day, on
the same side, and for the same quantity. We find 34,273 such auctions/trades
for which we set the dummy variable Auction Voice equal to one. We use the
trading cost for these trades as the cost associated with that auction.

Table IX reports cost regressions analogous to those in Table VII with the
dummy variables described above and the additional observations where the
trading costs for the corresponding voice trade are used for auctions without
trades. Table IX shows that, for investment-grade bonds, repeated auctions
have transaction costs that are on average 2.5 basis points higher than auctions
leading to an immediate trade. For auctions without trades, the corresponding
voice cost is 11.6 basis points higher than auctions with electronic trades. These
effects are more than twice as large for high-yield bonds.

VI. Conclusion

The continued growth of electronic trading is an important driver of changes
in liquidity, trading costs, and risk-sharing ability. Using a large sample of cor-
porate bond transactions, we analyze the types of bonds, trades, and market
conditions when electronic auctions offer lower costs and are chosen over voice
negotiations. Electronic auctions are preferred for more active, liquid securi-
ties or trades where the cost of leakage is lower and dealers are more likely
to bid.

The approach here has many investment applications. Institutions and hedge
funds can use our cost estimates to gauge the profitability and capacity of in-
vestment strategies. Often a strategy may appear profitable on paper only
to have the “alpha” dissipate in implementation or fail to reach an econom-
ical scale due to market impact costs. Estimates by mechanism type can
also be used by buy-side traders to improve their venue selection depend-
ing on bond and market characteristics. The results confirm the value to
traders and investors from sourcing liquidity widely and optimally selecting
venue.

The electronic auctions studied here are distinct from the more familiar
electronic communications networks (ECNs) that many stock and derivative
exchanges have evolved into over the past two decades. In particular, the
sealed-bid nature of the auction mechanism can mitigate the complexities of
trading in less liquid instruments when liquidity providers are required to post
firm, continuous quotes. Dealers in quote-driven systems face adverse selection
because their binding bids and offers provide free options to the market. Ad-
verse selection is more severe in thinly traded securities where it is costly to
continuously monitor quotes to ensure they are not stale. There is also the
potential for tacit collusion among dealers who observe each other’s quotes. By
contrast, auction mechanisms permit competition among dealers while limit-
ing adverse selection costs. This is shifting the evolution of the OTC market
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structure and fixed income markets by allowing traders to more easily engage
in multilateral trading.19

Our results indicate that electronic auction markets are a viable and im-
portant source of liquidity even in inactively traded instruments, although the
benefits are concentrated in the most liquid bonds and in the easiest trades.
Auction-like systems may add considerable value in liquid fixed income prod-
ucts such as to-be-announced (TBA) mortgage-backed securities. Overall, we
estimate that the option to trade corporate bonds in an electronic auction im-
proves prices with an annual savings of $2 billion. This figure is likely to
increase over time and represents a transfer from dealers to the ultimate in-
vestors in these bonds.

Growing awareness of the magnitude of trading costs in fixed income mar-
kets is spurring further market structure innovation. For example, both buy-
and sell-side institutions and existing trading venues are developing electronic
crossing systems to directly match buyers and sellers of bonds. From a pub-
lic policy perspective the electronic auction mechanism offers a possible path
through technological advances from an OTC structure to centralized, continu-
ous trading. These are important considerations for recent regulations such as
Dodd-Frank that seek to force significant derivatives trading from OTC onto
centralized exchanges.
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